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Get Pre-Approved

Pre-Approval: The Buyer's Advantage
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Why should I be pre-approved for a mortgage loan?
In recent years, mortgage guidelines have been tightened.
Documentation requirements have been expanded and
followed more closely. A pre-approval gets you through the
process and uncovers potential pitfalls long before you
become obligated by a contract to purchase.
What advantages will I have once pre-approved?
You'll be certain about the price range that's best for you.
You'll know how much cash you'll need to close, and you'll
know your maximum monthly payment. Understanding
your limits will help you negotiate with confidence. Plus,
since sellers like a sure thing, you'll have an advantage over
buyers who may not have been through the process.

How long is the pre-approval valid?
Your pre-approval is typically good for the "shelf life" of the
documents used. These will include a credit report, pay stubs, bank
statements, W2s, tax returns, etc. The usable life of these documents
will vary, yet it's usually safe to say that your approval is good for up
to three or four months. During this time, it pays to file all important
financial documents so they're readily available for future updates.
What if I change my mind?
That's perfectly fine. There's no obligation to purchase a home or use a
particular loan program once you've been pre-approved. In fact,
pre-approval simply helps to assure you know exactly what's involved,
that you are comfortable in a particular price range and that you are
truly ready to make your move.

The process of purchasing a home is easier when you have
financing in place before you make an offer. We're here to help
get you started, and it's never too early to do exactly that.
Give us a call when you’re ready.
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I have several highly
qualified lenders that
I can recommend to
you !
You will need a PreApproval Letter from
a Lender to submit
with an offer you
make on a home

Get Pre-Approved

There are several different
types of loans available
to a buyer and your
lender can help
determine the best fit for
you.
It is a myth that you need
to put down 20%. There
are several loan programs
that only require 3.5%,
5% or 10% down
payment.

Below is a list of 7 Things You Shouldn’t Do After Applying for a Mortgage! Some may seem
obvious, but some may not!
1. Don’t change jobs or the way you are paid at your job! Your loan officer must be able to track the source and amount of your
annual income. If possible, you’ll want to avoid changing from salary to commission or becoming self-employed during this time as well.

Get Pre-Approved

2. Don’t deposit cash into your bank accounts. Lenders need to source your money and cash is not really traceable. Before you
deposit any amount of cash into your accounts, discuss the proper way to document your transactions with your loan officer
3. Don’t make any large purchases like a new car or new furniture for your new home. New debt comes with it, including new
monthly obligations. New obligations create new qualifications. People with new debt have higher debt to income ratios… higher ratios
make for riskier loans… and sometimes qualified borrowers no longer qualify.
4. Don’t co-sign other loans for anyone. When you co-sign, you are obligated. As we mentioned, with that obligation comes higher
ratios as well. Even if you swear you will not be the one making the payments, your lender will have to count the payment against you.
5. Don’t change bank accounts. Remember, lenders need to source and track assets. That task is significantly easier when there is
consistency among your accounts. Before you even transfer money between accounts, talk to your loan officer.
6. Don’t apply for new credit. It doesn’t matter whether it’s a new credit card or a new car. When
you have your credit report run by organizations in multiple financial channels (mortgage, credit card, auto, etc.), your FICO score will be
affected. Lower credit scores can determine your interest rate and maybe even your eligibility for approval.
7. Don’t close any credit accounts. Many clients have erroneously believed that having less available credit makes them less risky and
more likely to be approved. Wrong. A major component of your score is your length and depth of credit history (as opposed to just your
payment history) and your total usage of credit as a percentage of available credit. Closing accounts has a negative impact on both
those determinants of your score.

Make a Wish List
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Location Location Location !
Price Range?
Does lot size matter?
Newer or older home?
Home or condo? (HOA dues $$$)
School rankings
Distance from work - commute time
Specific type of home (Craftsman)
Neighborhood amenities (pool)
Specific needs (main floor master)
Floor plan (open vs traditional)

Search Online

I will create an automated search for you based on your wish list and our discussion
on your specific needs. A portal will be set up like the one above where you will be
able to view listings that meet your specific criteria. You will be able to organize the
listings into Favorites, Possibilities or Rejects. Once a listing goes Pending or has
Sold it will fall off of your portal unless you have marked it as a Favorite.

View Homes in Person

Based on the homes you would like to view, I will schedule the showings and create an
itinerary and map we can use to efficiently view homes. I will drive you to view each home
unless you would prefer or need to drive yourself. I will help you evaluate each home looking
for any evident issues. Things to consider are location, schools, commute time to work, age
of major components like roof and HVAC system, deferred maintenance, comps in the area.

Write an offer

I will help you evaluate and compare the home you would like to purchase using
comparable listings and recently sold homes near to that home. I will write up the
offer using our standardized contract forms and send that form to you to
electronically sign. I will present the offer to the listing agent and help to negotiate
any counter offers received from the sellers. Things to consider when writing the
offer are purchase price, amount of earnest money to submit, closing and
possession dates, type of loan you will be using, and items to be sure to ask for
such as window treatments, smart home devices and audio visual equipment to stay
with the home.

Deliver EM Check
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EM is typically 1% of sales price
Must be delivered within 2 business days!
Deliver to listing agencies office
Check made out to listing agency
Deposited and held until closing
EM is counted towards your down payment
EM shows up as line item on closing statement
EM is refunded to you if deal falls through

Order Inspection

I will assist you by recommending several
highly qualified home inspection
companies for you to you to choose from.
I will review the report they send us and
write up a response to the sellers detailing
any major and/or or safety issues you
would like repaired before closing.

Order Inspection

Covenants & Restrictions

The purchase agreement outlines the number of days you have to review the
covenants and restrictions if the neighborhood has them. As a buyer, you
acknowledge that in every neighborhood there are conditions which others may find
objectionable. Buyer shall therefore be responsible to become fully acquainted with
the neighborhood and other off-site conditions that could affect the Property. If you
have a specific requirement, such as having a fence installed, outbuildings, RV
storage etc. you should discuss those needs with me before I write up an offer on
your behalf.

Obtain Home Insurance

The purchase agreement outlines the number of days you have to obtain a favorable
written commitment for homeowner's insurance after offer acceptance. You should
consult with one or more insurance agents regarding optional, or additional,
coverage. If you need a reference for a good insurance agent just ask me! You will
need to pay for a one year policy in advance as a requirement of your lender. The
cost of the policy will show as a line item on your closing statement provided by the
title company at closing.

Order Appraisal

The purchase agreement states that your lender shall order an appraisal immediately.
This is buyer cost and will need to be paid by you when ordered. The cost is typically
in the $500-600 range. If for some reason the home does not appraise for an amount
equal to or above the sales price then I will work with you to negotiate a resolution
which may involve a sales price reduction by the sellers to match the appraisal price
or possibly a combination of a sales price reduction and you as buyer putting more
money in as down payment on the loan.

Understanding Types of Property Surveys
One of the primary reasons that buyers obtain a survey for the home they are purchasing is because the lender providing the purchase
financing requires that the title company issue a lenders title insurance policy that does not take exception to survey matters. The lender title
insurance policy protects the lender, not the buyer. Title companies go further to protect themselves by issuing a statement similar to this
"Easements or servitudes, if any, appearing in the public records." as a listed exception to what the title commitment to the buyer covers. As a
buyer, it would be prudent to always order a survey when purchasing a home to help identify any encroachments on the property. There are
several different types of surveys:

Order Survey

Location Survey
The type of survey most commonly ordered is called a "Location Survey". A Location Survey shows the location of the improvements on the
property in relation to the apparent boundary lines of the property. It generally involves a physical inspection of the property and is accurate to
plus or minus a few feet. This type of survey will generally cost the buyer about $150 here in Indiana. It should not be used for the purpose of
identifying the property’s boundary lines, such as for construction or permit purposes (you'll need a Boundary Survey for that).
Boundary Survey
A "Boundary Survey" is used to identify a propertys boundary lines. In this type of survey, the surveyor will set (or recover) the property
corners and produce a detailed plat or map. To accomplish this, the surveyor will research the public records and do research in the field, take
measurements and perform calculations. This type of survey is what is necessary for construction and permit purposes, and it can be
expensive, possibly even several thousand dollars, depending on the size of the property and how complicated the records are. Most
commonly in Indiana a boundary survey will cost you in the $600 to $1,000 range.
ALTA/ASCM Survey
For commercial closings, lenders will usually require a type of survey called an "ALTA/ASCM Survey." ALTA stands for American Land Title
Association, and ACSM stands for American Congress on Surveying and Mapping. An ALTA/ASCM survey is a Boundary Survey that must
meet certain stringent standards established by these two organizations. If you are buying a house and you plan on doing construction in the
short term, such as putting on an addition or installing a fence, it might make sense to obtain a Boundary Survey as part of your purchase
closing. That way, you would not be paying for a Location Survey for the closing and then having to pay for a Boundary Survey after closing.
You would just need to inform the title company so that they can arrange for the surveyor to perform a Boundary Survey instead of a Location
Survey.

Order Survey

I will instruct the title company to order a survey
for you when I order the title commitment and
send the purchase agreement documents to
them. The cost of a Location Report type of
survey is typically about $150 and will show up
as a cost to you as a buyer on the closing
statement the title company prepares at closing.

You can see on this Survey Location Report
that the home owners fence and shed are
outside the property lines and encroach into
the utility and drain easement. Although this
particular type of encroachment does
happen occasionally in neighborhoods, as a
buyer you should know the utility company
would ask you to take down the fence
temporarily if they needed to do work in the
easement.

The title company will issue an owners title insurance policy to you as the buyer, which insures the
existence or non-existence of rights to the property. A title search is a means of determining that the
person who is selling the property really has the right to sell it, and that the buyer is getting all the
rights to the property (title) that he or she is paying for.
The title company will also issue a lenders title insurance policy which protects your lender.
Closing

Closing

Who
pays for
what at
closing ?

Closing

Your funds needed at
closing will need to be
wired to the title
company a day or two
before closing. Follow
these tips to protect
yourself from wire
fraud.

Closing

The title company will prepare a closing
statement, referred to as the HUD, which will
detail all of the costs associated with
purchasing your new home. It looks like a
spreadsheet with a column for both the buyer
and the seller.

• Closing costs typically total 2-5 percent of the sales price and are in addition to
down payments
• Home insurance averages $1,000 a year, but prices vary
• If in a flood zone, you will need extra hazard insurance
• Property taxes average around 1% of the assessed value of your home
• Home maintenance costs include normal upkeep and emergency repairs
• Utility bills may be larger if you are moving to a larger home

